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Exciting Finds 2010 - 2016
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Treasure Hunt!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As of 2016, the baseline tree inventory has wrapped up, with volunteers and Urban Forestry staff inventorying 96 neighborhoods and collecting data on 161 tree types. That is an amazing diversity of species. And while we never want to forget that we are collecting this data to analyze and improve our urban forest, it’s undeniable that the most exciting workdays were those when a new or rare species was discovered. I’ve been working on this project for three years, and have personally inventoried about 14,000 trees. That’s a lot of maples and plums! So I get especially excited when I find something unusual, and my colleagues love nerding out trying to ID strange samples we bring back to the office.



Unusual fruits! 
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Like those many plums, some fruit trees are ubiquitous in the inventory, apples and pears, but we also captured several more unusual fruit trees. Medlar, Melispilus germanica, is cultivated in Europe since Roman times and makes great fruit butters. Quince, Cydonia oblonga, I’m told has a banana-like flavor with a hint of pear.  Eleagnus, or oleaster, produces tasty highly nutritious fruit. The sweet and sour seaberry, Hippophae rhamnoides, produces tiny orange berries. Pawpaw, Asimina triloba, is similar in taste and texture to a banana; if you were at the Volunteer Celebration – that’s what was in the cake! Loquat, Eriobotrya japonica, produces a sweet fruit with a fragrance that can often be smelled from a distance. It’s prized by gardeners for its lush tropical leaves. Finally, there’s jujube or red date, Ziziphus jujuba, which has been grown for thousands of years in China and India and hundreds of cultivars exist. This small fruit tree produces little olive-shaped fruit, which ripen to dark brown. 



Really big trees! 
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Next, big trees –all neighborhoods have some, and every neighborhood report includes photos and measurements of the largest tree. The largest tree collected in 2016 is this monster 82.8” DBH bigleaf maple found in Hillsdale. The largest diameter tree in the inventory overall is a bit of a cautionary tale, however, this enormous 86.5” giant sequoia which has unfortunately been topped under powerlines.



Majestic conifers!
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In many neighborhoods, conifers are the largest tree, Douglas-fir chief among them, especially in neighborhoods with unimproved rights-of-way.  However, this Douglas-fir, the largest tree in Madison South, was found in an improved area. Conifers like this giant sequoia are an all-too-rare sight in street tree plantings, which is unfortunate as many have beautiful cultivars, like this golden-leaved dawn redwood, one of my favorite conifer cultivars aesthetically.



Biggest Trees: beyond conifers
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This year, deciduous trees represented the biggest trees in most neighborhoods, among them this 61.2” DBH black cottonwood in Wilkes, a massive 64.9” DBH tulip poplar in Humboldt, and large elm in Grant Park, coming in at 60.9” DBH.



Heritage Trees #80-88 - Caucasian wingnut  
Pterocarya fraxinifolia

Irvington
Irvington
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Another place to find fantastic and impressive trees is in the Portland Heritage Tree program. Caucasian wingnuts are very rare in Portland, despite there being 31 of them, because all of them are located in one concentrated area on NE Knott between 9th and 20th. Most are designated as Heritage Trees.



Heritage Tree #57
Cunninghamia lanceolata

OverlookBrooklyn

Heritage Tree #239
Pinus sabiana
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These are two of the conifers that are lone representatives of their species in the Heritage Tree program. At left is a Cunninghamia lanceolate, or China-fir, found in Brooklyn, pictured along with its foliage and a cluster of pollen cones. The other is a Pinus sabiniana found in Overlook, otherwise known as a grey pine or ghost pine, which you can see reflected in its pale grey weeping foliage. It is pictured with its massive cone which can reach more than a foot in length and nearly two pounds in weight.
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These two deciduous trees are also sole representatives of their species in the program. At left is a large, spreading yellowwood, Cladrastis kentuckea, found in Eastmoreland. It produces long graceful chains of white flowers in the spring. At right is an American persimmon. While this species isn’t uncommon in Portland, it is rare to see such a large mature specimen. Pictured at right is its deeply furrowed bark which is even more interesting in person.



Heritage Tree #7 - European Beech
Fagus sylvatica

Irvington
Irvington
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A heritage tree with a great story is Parkrose Heights’ largest tree, a European beech with a DBH of 79”  Records show that this tree was planted by a Mrs. Moore, brought as a seedling from Missouri, likely on the Oregon Trail. After a good deal of fighting between neighbors and various government entities, it was designated a Heritage Tree in 1994, at which time it was estimated to be about 150 years old.If you’re interested in this subject, Dave Hedberg will be giving a presentation on the history of Portland’s street trees later on, and in the afternoon sessions you can talk to your staff contact about setting up a workshop on how to research this topic.



Uncommon broadleaf evergreens
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Aside from age and size, the inventory turned up many uncommon broadleaf evergreen trees. This includes, golden chinkapin, Chrysolepis chrysophylla which is native to SW Oregon. Its Latin name refers to its leaves, which are bright gold on the underside; the only one in Portland’s rights-of-way is in Mt. Scott-Arleta. California torreya, also known as California nutmeg was found only in St. Johns. Tea tree with its tiny white flowers is common in its native Australia and New Zealand and quickly colonizes fire-damaged areas. In Portland, it was first found in Kerns. Strongly aromatic camphor tree is in the laurel family and has distinctive three-veined leaves. The first in the inventory was found in Richmond. Japanese chinquapin, Castanopsis cuspidate, would be rare even in a collector’s garden. Native to Japan and China, it’s a relative of chestnuts and oaks. The inventory has just one, found in Irvington. And finally, this uncommon michaelea may exist in more than one place in the city, as it’s lumped into our generic magnolia code, but this stunning specimen was found in Sabin. Unlike southern magnolia, its highly fragrant blooms emerge from every leaf axil, and blooming starts as early as February.
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Oaks are another generic code, but within it, at least 33 different species of oak have been found in the street tree inventory, with almost half being evergreen. The evergreens are far less common, however. Some are native to our region, south into Mexico, or even from Asia. Some evergreen oaks are featured here, starting with this pair of silverleaf oaks, which were the first to be planted in the right of way in Portland. This canyon live oak in Vernon is a drought-resistant species with beautiful new growth. It is featured on the Ainsworth Linear Arboretum. Next we have a closeup on the high contrast leaves that give the silverleaf oak its name. Cork oak is another great tree with its unusual thick bark, and it’s becoming more available for planting in recent years. Bambooleaf oak, with its rounded crown and long glossy leaves is a fairly unusual sight in street plantings, however there’s a full full boulevard planting in Old Town-Chinatown east of Lan Su Chinese Garden. Here are the leaves from one of those trees, and also a closeup on its tiny ring-cupped acorns because they’re adorable and I love this tree.



Rarest trees
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On to the extremely rare! There are a handful of species with only one or two representatives in the entire inventory, like Chinese silver fir. This tree is located in the Ainsworth Linear Arboretum, which is home to many of the trees with fewer than seven representatives in the inventory. This includes all trees pictured here, although not all of the ones pictured are the actual arboretum specimens. We have Chinese silver fir, an extremely rare living fossil native to China. Bee-bee tree features showy reddish pink stems and tiny dark purple fruits that give it its name. Umbrella pine is a relict species confined to Japan which is in a separate genus and family from true pines; before the last Ice Age, it spread from Europe across Asian in into Canada. Euptelea is one of my favorite trees in the inventory, with its lovely maroon new growth, red samara-like fruit and unusual blunt and pointed leaf tips. Anyone who was at the first Grant Park workday knows just how excited I get about this ultra rare find. Southern beech is one of the few deciduous trees native to South America, and is in the oak family. Pearlbloom tree, which has heart-shaped leaves that emerge reddish purple in spring, is followed by large clusters of flowers like these. Not pictured but included as a singular linear arboretum specimen is summit cedar, a hybrid between to very rare Australian conifers. You can also discover an arboretum in your own back yard. In the afternoon session, ask your staff contact to help you find it with a tree walk workshop.



Hiding in genera codes

Roseway

Goose Hollow

Hollywood
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Speaking of discovering things, many special trees can go unnoticed because we often ID trees only to genus. Take the generic Ulmus code. Elms are everywhere in Portland, but Ulmus parvifolia or lacebark elm is uncommon. This species features beautiful mottled multicolor bark, tiny leaves and a wide umbrella-shaped canopy.  A lovely fast-growing shade tree that is DED resistant. 



Hiding in genera codes

Goose Hollow Centennial

Grant Park
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Other things you might find lurking include Ulmus minor, with its corky winged twigs, or Aesculus x carnea a hybrid between buckeye and horsechestnut with crinkly leaves and bright scarlet flowers. The general pine code holds surprises, too, like the colorful lacebark pine, Pinus bungeana. Even species codes can hide interesting finds like this impressive Red Rage cultivar of tupelo. Carpinus laxiflora, is also extremely rare but hides out in the extremely common Carpinus genus. Angie will talk more later about how you might dig down to the species level with your tree ID.



Chinese toon
Toona sinensis

Mt. Tabor Mt. Tabor
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I’d also like to look at a couple more cool trees with only one represented in the inventory that I couldn’t fit anywhere else. This Chinese toon is at the N. entrance of Mt Tabor Park and was inventoried last year. I collected it and mistook it for a tree-of-heaven, but it was so uncommon that Julie knew what it was right away just based on the location. The left picture is actually from her personal blog! The large compound leaves of this plant emerge bright pink in the spring. They have an onion odor and are apparently used for cooking in China.



Melliodendron zylocarpum
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Buckman
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Snowbells are common, but this relative is extremely rare with only one melliodendron in the whole inventory. Fred Nilsen, a seasoned volunteer arborist-on-call and retired Hoyt Arboretum curator knew of this special street tree and spent a few years patiently inquiring when Buckman would be inventoried. Luckily he was on hand the day it was collected. Melliodendron’s pink buds open to white flowers in early spring before the leaves sprout. The fruits are also enormous in comparison to snowbell, around the size of a small egg!



Fragrant epaulette tree
Pterostyrax hispidus

SabinSabin
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While we’re talking about snowbell relatives, last year we also inventoried another brand new species from Asia, Pterostyrax hispidus, or fragrant epaulette tree.  It was past flowering when we collected data on it, so I know nothing about the fragrance, but try looking it up in our interactive database to check it out for yourself. 
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To use our database, go to the tree inventory data page and click the link to view a larger map. I realize this will be difficult to see, but this and other presentations will be available on this same page after the summit. 
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On this larger map, click content, and then mouse over street trees to find the filter option
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Which is found in the red circle in the background here. The filter menu allows you to search the inventory by any field we collect, such as DBH or address
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Here we want common name, and I’ve clicked the option for “unique” so that it will pull up all the unique values in a dropdown menu. Helpful if you don’t have every tree type memorized or if you just want to browse for something you’ve never heard of. Here I’m looking to smell a camphor tree. If you press the apply filter and zoom to button, it will filter out everything but camphor tree, and take you right to it
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This feature is currently undergoing some updates for ease of use, and we’ll be sending more information by email once it launches.
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